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These classes are based on the work of two artists who work
in very different ways with 3d form. Over two weeks children
will develop objects for friendship. The sculptures produced
can be returned to and further explored during the project
from book 2 “Imagine an , Run by Children (p.17)”
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Companions
by Clare Breen

Project aim: to create 3d objects for friendship, to put an emphasis on the negotiation required to design and produce an object collaboratively.
Duration: 2 lessons, 90 mins each
Suitability: 1st to 4th classes
Integration Opportunities:
- S.P.H.E. : this project will cultivate in students a sense
of belonging, it will also help them recognise and develop
responsibility for their own behaviour and actions.
- English: this can provide an opportunity to explore creative writing and record writing of a process.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Paper, pens, drawing materials (children’s
choice), plasticine, cocktail sticks, lollipop sticks, barbecue
skewers (it may be necessary to remove the spikes.)
Lesson 2: Air drying clay, blunt knives, some rolling pins
(empty glass bottles), clean cardboard for working the clay
on (this protects the table.)
Tips:
- When working with clay try to make the thickness of an
object consistent throughout. If some parts of an object are
much thinner than others they are likely to crack.
- If you show children example objects they will inevitably
copy this object, in order to encourage a free, creative exploration with clay, keep such examples to a minimum.
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Lesson 1: objects for friendships:
references, designs
Warm-up: 15 mins
Embodying Objects Game → see book 1, p.24
Introduction: 15 mins
Presentation of artist’s work: Clare Breen
– Explain to the children that they will make objects for
friendships over the next two weeks. An “object for a
friendship” can be an imaginary object, something invented,
that could help two people to be better friends and/or to
speed up a friendship.
For example, an extra-large soup bowl that two people
could use at the same time (with two spaces for two spoons)
or an s-shaped bench that allows two people to sit facing
each other to have a private chat.
– This is a link to Clare Breen’s work
https://clarelbreen.hotglue.me/breadfellows

– Clare makes objects called “companions”, a companion is
something or someone you spend time with or share something with. Clare always works with another person to make
these “companions”. They are usually made from clay and
can be used by two people to share a meal. These companions help people to have some fun together as they share a
meal. A companion could be a cup two people drink from,
or a plate with a wall in the middle, with a little gap for people to push food through that they want to share.
– Show the children pictures of these companions and ask
them what they think they could be used for, what can
people learn about one another when they share a meal
together?
– Clare makes objects for two people to share one meal
together, ask the children to think of all of the things two
people can do together (mention games, sharing food, travelling together, sleeping.)
– Ask children how people make friends, what are some
of the things people do? (eg. Listening to people’s stories,
laughing at people’s jokes, telling each other secrets, giving
someone a hug when they feel bad)
- Ask what kind of object someone could make to make
these things easier (it can be a funny invention, it doesn’t
have to be serious!) for instance, a machine that laughs at
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all of your jokes when you press a button, a hugging machine for when your friend is far away, etc.)
Development: 30 mins
– Distribute a large page and drawing materials between
two children. Also give them a selection of sticks (large and
small) and a lump of plasticine.
– Allow them to work for 30 minutes together, coming up
with ideas for “objects for friendships”, they should draw
these models to document them and write descriptions of
these objects.
Conclusion: 25 mins
- Put all the drawing materials away.
– Ask each group to choose one object idea to present to the
class, invite the class to listen and give suggestions.
– Invite children to document this work in their notebooks.
They can also cut out all of these designs and drawings and
stick them into their notebooks.
– Take pictures of each of these objects.

Lesson 2: objects for friendships: Clay
work, finished pieces
Warm-up: 10 mins
Circle with numbers → see book 1, p.21
Introduction: 15 mins
– Hannah Fitz is an Irish artist who lives in Frankfurt. This
is a link to an online presentation of Hannah’s Work:
http://breadfellows.school/living-arts-project/hannah-fitz-week-13.html

– Ask children to look carefully at how Hannah makes her
sculptures. They will make sculptures of the object they
came up with in the last class. Ask them to list things they
notice about Hannah’s sculptures – her forms are simple
and recognisable. Remind them that they will be making a
sculpture and so it is not necessary that it works, they are
just sculpting the shape, they can explain how this object
works afterwards.
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Development: 40 mins
– Children should work in the same pair, give them one
lump of clay between two, one piece of cardboard, one
knife, etc.
– Allow the children to play freely with the clay, reminding
them to work together.
– Encourage them to experiment in order to construct
their object, they will learn how the clay is manipulated, if
something is not working, encourage them to figure out an
alternative way to show this.
– Remind them of Hannah’s approach to making sculptures,
her sculptures are simple, one colour.
Conclusion: 20 mins
– Put sculptures somewhere safe to dry.
– Ask students to take 5 minutes to sketch their finished
sculpture in their notebooks. As this object will be an unusual shape, encourage them to look carefully and to draw
what they see.
– Ask them to write about how it was to work with someone else, was it annoying? Did it turn out the way they had
hoped?
– As a class the children could decide to paint their objects
one colour (or a set of colours). This will help them to look
more consistent and uniform, but it will also help people to
pay attention to the story of the objects, what they are for
and how they encourage friendships.
– When they are dry, they can be painted at a later date (20
mins.)
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At the end of the year most schools have stalls to encourage
groups of children to cook, make and/or sell things. The
winner of the day is the stall that makes the most profit.
What would happen if we were to change the rules and
turn the stalls into bartering stalls? Every family always has
books, sports gear, games they don’t need any more. What
if children were to exchange these at the stalls?
We need our children to break out of the habit of thinking that they just need to have more stuff and appreciate
what they already do have. By learning about bartering, kids
can learn a tool for meeting their needs and getting items
they want without spending a lot of money. They will also
learn that items do not have to have a specific monetary value attached to them in order to be valuable.
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Bartering
by Els Dietvorst

Project aim: to understand the value of things, whether monetary or other. To put
an emphasis on the negotiation required to exchange products and services.
Duration: 2 lessons, 1 hour each
Suitability: 1st to 6th classes
Integration Opportunities:
Maths: this project can be used for children to practice operations including weigh measurements, prices, and other.
Materials:
Paper, pens, drawing materials (children’s choice.)
Different objects to barter (children’s choice.)
Useful links:

- http://www.thekidscoach.org.uk/parenting-2/5-ways-teach-kids-consumerism/
- https://www.cornell.edu/video/story-of-stuff-an-animated-film-by-alumna-annie-leonard

Tips:
- More games and books about bartering:

https://cf.ltkcdn.net/kids/files/882-Bartering-Game.pdf

- Scholastic’s lesson “Bartering: An Early Form of Interdependence” goes through bartering in colonial times and
illustrates some of the problems colonists faced with the
system.
- Potato: A Tale From The Great Depression Paperback

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/books/potato-a-tale-from-the-greatdepression-by-kate-lied/

- Let’s Trade: A Book About Bartering (Money Matters) Library Binding. by Nancy Loewen

https://books.google.be/books/about/Let_s_Trade.html?id=PWfe0_fVChkC&redir_esc=y
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Lesson 1: Understanding barter
Warm-up and Introduction: 15 mins
- Invite students to sit in a circle. Ask each child to think
about two skills that he/she has and two things/objects that
they might need or want. Talk to them about your own skills
and needs. Help them figure out how she/he can use at least
one of the skills to get something on their needs and wants
list.
Development: 30 mins
- Share with students the following story by filmmaker Els
Dietvorst:
“I remember my favorite game from when I was in the girl
scouts. I was given one egg and in a small group of three I
was sent off to a village I did not know. I had to come back
with my lunch. If we were lucky somebody would invite us in
and we would make mayonnaise with the eggs to accompany
other food. If we were not lucky we came back with an egg
each to make an omelette.
As a grown up I became an artist and a farmer. I learnt
to look after sheep.
A lamb has probably one of the least economic values of
all farm animals (per unit.) It is raised in six months or a year
and is then sold to a meat factory for a price between 5,40
euro and 5,50 euro per kilogram. A lamb is between 20 and
25 kilograms when it is ready for slaughter, so it gives you
137 euro.
I used to swap our lambs for firewood, but we had to give
a few chops more as a cube of firewood costs 200 euro. I
also swapped it for a vegetable box on an account, weekly
20 to 25 euro. This allowed me to have nice things that grow
in tunnels, which I did not have: tomatoes, peppers, salad
leaves. Or I bartered our lamb for a half pig.
We used to sell our grass-raised lamb (no chemicals),
cut up in pieces, vacuum-packed and frozen as well. But we
had to stop that because people who wanted a quick meal,
something they could just take out of the freezer and put in
the microwave, kept asking me: “Can you give us the entire
lamb in chops?” Eh, what?”
- Start a discussion with the class about what barter is.
Goods and services can be either be a need or a desire.
Needs are things that we must have to live such as air, food,
water, shelter and love.
14
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How could we start bartering again? How would our world
look right now if we bartered all our goods? What would
each of you like to exchange? What would each of you need
to produce, if anything?
- Explain that in order to barter successfully, we have to
assign value to our goods. Value is what we think something
is worth.
- Ask students to think of something they own that is valuable to them. What are some things that they could trade
with one another?
- Encourage children to barter for goods and services. Ask
them to compile a list and write it down or draw it in their
notebook.
Conclusion: 15 mins
- Invite children to share with the class some items of their
list.
- Ask them to think about two objects that they need to
bring along for the following lesson. Make it clear at the
beginning that children will not get those items back, so
they should bring something they are okay with giving away.
This could be a piece of fruit, a pair of old soccer shoes in
good condition, a vegetable, a t-shirt, a doll, a game card,
a drawing. They can also bring self-made or natural objects
along.

Lesson 2: Barter in practice
Warm-up and Introduction: 20 mins
- Watch with students the movie “The Story of Stuff”
- Remind children of what a barter is. Ask them to recall any
instance when they have seen other people exchange goods
or services.
Development: 30 mins
- Invite children to sit in a large circle with the two items they
are planning to barter.
- Choose a student to start and they can ask either the person to their left or right to trade objects.
1. If the other person wants to trade, they exchange objects and the turn is over.
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2. If the other person does not want to trade the student
keeps her object and her turn is over.
- The person to the first student’s left goes next and the
bartering continues in that direction until everyone has had
a turn.
- Start from the beginning again and each student can ask
any other student to trade.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- Encourage students to take turns sharing why they decided to trade or not. Write these answers on the classroom
board.
- Ask students to vote by show of hands who ended up with
the most valuable object(s). Why is this the most valuable
and how did they get it? Write these answers on the board.
- Ask students to vote on who made the best trade. Why
was this the best trade? Write these answers on the board.
- Open a discussion on what bartering is, who it can help,
and why it might or might not be a good thing for the world.
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Waste mountain
collage
by David Begley
Project Aim: to learn to mix colour, print by hand, develop texture and work together to create a collage.
Duration: 2 lessons, 60 minutes each
Suitability: 1st to 6th class
Integration Opportunities:
- Green Schools: this exercise could be a wonderful excuse
to organise a community clean-up of the school and surrounding areas, or of a favourite park or beach nearby.
- Science: opportunities to study environmental care and
awareness.
- S.P.H.E.: this exercise will allow children to reflect on personal and collective responsibility for our actions.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Large stack of newsprint paper, cotton buds,
recycled rags – old T-shirts etc
Cranfield’s Caligo safe wash ink in carbon black, white,
process magenta, yellow and cyan [non-toxic, water based].
Cranfield’s Safe wash oil. 1 ink roller per colour to be
shared.
A4 ink acetate palettes and plates cut down from large acetate: 15 x 20cm.
Recycled cleaning product spray bottles filled with water.
Drying rack for prints / string clothes-line and pegs. Folder
to store prints.
Aprons for children.
Lesson 2: Enough rice glue and brushes for class. A3 sheet
paper per pupil. HB pencils. Lining paper for group collage.
Hand printed colour sheets from lesson 1
Tips:
Divide and tear newsprint sheets into eight: 25cm x 18cm
approx. Cut down acetate sheets for prints.
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Lesson 1
Introduction: 10 mins
There are many types of waste. Plastic waste includes
bottles, packaging, disposable razors, straws, toothbrushes
etc. Domestic waste: nappies, food, sanitary waste, clothes,
wellies, shoes, appliances, carpets, garden waste etc. Many
of these things could be recycled but often end up in landfills. What solutions do we have to reduce waste and replace
plastic? What suggestions do you have? Discuss with class.
See images of waste mountains and garbage patches at:
- https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/06/plastic-planet-waste-pollution-trash-crisis/
- https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/great-pacific-garbage-patch/
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/06/07/asia/india-plastic-waste-intl-hnk/index.html

Development: 35 mins
- Put a blob [large teaspoonful] of any colour safe wash ink
on an A4 acetate palette, add a drop of Caligo Safe wash oil
and mix well with a palette knife. Roll out evenly on palette
plate with roller. Consistency should have light bubbles.
Now roll this ink onto pupils’ acetate ink plates. Repeat this
process if you run out of ink on your palette.
A monotype is an image painted or drawn with ink onto
glass, metal or perspex, then transferred onto paper using
an etching press or by hand.
Using rags, cotton buds and water spray create a monotype
print based on any object you might find on a landfill. Ink
up your plate and wipe out your image! When you’re ready,
place your newsprint on top of this inked plate and rub the
back of the paper. Now carefully peel back paper to reveal
your print.
- Use up all your remaining rolled out ink by pressing newsprint onto your plate. See how many textures you can make
by scratching or rubbing the back of the paper on the ink
plate. The more hand-prints you make, the lighter the prints
become. Keep all these hand prints for your collage for the
next lesson. Print as many colour sheets as you can in three
tones for yellow, red and blue as well as colour mixes of
purple, orange, green, brown and pink.
Conclusion: 15 mins
Leave all prints to dry. Wash plates and rollers with warm
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soapy water and a sponge.

Lesson 2

Preparation
Make rice glue for class.
Warm-up and introduction: 10 mins
- Ask children to think about the following before they begin:
What will be on your waste mountain? Cars? Toilets? Paint
tins? Toys? Rats? Bottles? Seagulls? Where is your mountain – in the city, countryside, by the sea, dumped in a river? You may add extra details such as: birds flying above it.
Development: 40 mins
- Invite children to draw a life-size plastic bottle in outline
on paper. Instruct them to start with darks, tearing or cutting out shapes from colour sheets to stick into their outline.
Ask them to build up the image of bottle in three tones from
dark to light.
- Instruct students to apply rice glue with brush and allow to
dry.
Each child should try to make as many images of waste
objects as possible and work together on further images.
When dry, cut out all collages and assemble into a large
group image to create a gigantic waste mountain. Children
can also cut shapes out of coloured printed papers to add to
the waste mountain.
- Ask children to decide how big they want their waste
mountain to be. Invite them to use lining paper sheets as
a base and if their mountain is enormous, to stick several
lining papers together.
- Encourage students to draw out their mountain shape.
Using a wash* of brown printing ink and some brushes, ask
them to stain their mountain brown.
- When this is dry, invite them to start at the bottom of the
mountain and stick their collage objects.
Conclusion: 10 mins
- When complete, discuss and talk to children about how to
prevent creating real waste mountains.
- Discuss the possibility of writing a story inspired by the
waste mountain, and raising awareness within the school.
* A wash is a small amount of ink diluted with water.
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